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I NTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
A fairly robust method to model the stock of existing technologies, in simple terms –
for end-use sectors, has emerged where one starts with the energy balance,
aggregates fuels (depending on the sector), allocates uses to different energy
services and provides information on efficiency and availability of technologies. This
note describes a new feature of VEDA FE that automates the creation of base-year
templates with bare minimum input from user. This includes composing names and
descriptions of technologies and fuels based on information provided on a single
Excel sheet in an intuitive format.
This facility could be useful in training new users as well as for advanced users in
some situations:
1. New users could focus on the approach and content of modeling and models,
without losing any time and energy on syntax.
a. The standard VEDA tables, which are created automatically, can
provide syntax training to new users.
2. This facility can be user to rapidly create place-holder models for sectors that
are not under immediate focus in larger model building exercises.

C REATING B-Y TEMPLATES WITH THE NEW FEATURE
Figure 1 shows sheet “EB_REG1” of file EB_EuroStat2010.xls that is provided as a
part of this functionality.
The partial energy balance shown here refreshes automatically when cells A1/A2 are
modified. A1 expects the standard 2-char code of EU30 countries and A2 expects a
year from 2005-2008. Both cells support only single values – no commas or wild
cards are recognized. Sheet EB_REG1 can be copied any number of times, as
EB_<Region name>, to create a multi-region model.
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F IGURE 1 E NERGY B ALANCE

OF

G ERMANY FROM E URO S TAT 2010 – FOCUSED ON FINAL ENERGY USE

The formatting of this sheet is more rigid compared to other VEDA FE templates.
Contents of cells formatted in deep golden color, like C1, should not be modified at
all. The only exception is ~SecData-* cells, where the sector name should be updated
at the end of the tag. Similarly, cells formatted green, like cell C6, should not be
modified as these are keywords from the table with EuroStat data. However, it is
possible to insert rows/columns in the energy balance if one wants to set it up
without the Eurostat support provided here.
Cells that users can modify have the silver-gray color, like D2.

U SER

INPUT

o Row 3: short names of primary/secondary fuels that will feed the sector-fuel
technologies for enduse sectors
o Row 2: units of primary/secondary fuels.
o Row 1: prices of these fuels. An exogenous supply of these fuels will be
created so that the template can be tested even before other parts of the
model are developed.
o The exogenous supply, EB_FuelSupp, should be appropriately
restricted when endogenous supply of these fuels is added.
o Col B: short names for enduse sectors
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F IGURE 2 F INAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION SPLIT BY ENERGY SERVICES

FOR

R ESIDENTIAL SECTOR

After naming the sectors and primary/secondary fuels, the next step is to aggregate
the fuels to be tracked, define energy services and split fuel consumption by service,
as shown in Figure 2.

U SER

INPUT

o Cell C27: the last part of this tag, after “:”, should be a sector name
o Row 28: names of sector fuels – the final energy commodities that will be
used by enduse technologies.
o Fuels can be aggregated by putting the same value in columns. For
example, coal and oil have been aggregated into COAOIL in the
example shown above.
o A fuel technology will be created that will consume COA and OIL to
produce RSDCOAOIL (respecting the share of coal and oil).
o Aggregation schemes can be sector-specific.
o Col C: short names of energy services
o Col M: description of energy services
o Range D30-L35: splits of fuel by service; each column should add up to 1.
o There is a formula to compute “Other” that can be replaced by the
user.
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F IGURE 3 S YSTEM SETTINGS DECLARATIONS WITH THE ENERGY BALANCE

o Col B: units of energy services.
o Any commodity without unit specification will be given the default
unit
o Default units, and some other fundamental parameters are declared
on the sheet shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows two tables that are beside the table used to split fuel consumption by
energy service, which can be used to declare EFF and AF of technologies. Both
parameters default to 1, if the table (or value) is missing.
The yellow cells, like O30, are formulas.
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F IGURE 4 T WO TAB LES IN THE SAME ROWS AS THE SPLIT DECLARATIONS , FOR EFF AND AF OF TECHNOLOGIES

This set of three ~SecData-* tables is expected for each sector.
Using the declarations described so far, VEDA FE creates the following, when pointed
to the energy balance workbook when creating a new model:
o The model folder
o B-Y templates by region
o Each sector has two sheets: one for fuel technologies and the other
for enduse devices (by fuel)
o Sheet “Secondary Fuels” has the exogenous supply for primary and
secondary fuels used by fuel technologies.
o Empty B-Y Transformation file
o SysSettings file
o Discount rate and G_YRFR need to be updated in this file before
launching a run.
Any additional parameters for the technologies should be defined via the B-Y
transformation file. The same model can have some B-Y created from an energy
balance and others created manually. Templates that are based on an energy
balance workbook have a book icon (
) instead of the regular checkbox. All other
standard data component of VEDA FE, like SubRES, trades and regular scenarios, can
be added as usual.
There is an additional icon on the navigator that shows a balance (representing the
link with energy balance). This icon reflects whether the energy balance workbook
and the templates it generated are consistent or not. The SYNC process includes
recreation of the B-Y templates (that were created from the balance to begin with).
Mechanics of this process are shown in this video:
The energy balance file will be available in a new standard folder \VEDA\EB, after
updating to version 4.3.65.

W ORKING WITH MODELS THAT HAVE AUTO - GENERATED B-Y
TEMPLATES
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This section is very important to understand and follow in order to use this feature
effectively. All the standard VEDA tables that are created based on information
provided on the energy balance sheet are completely linked to this sheet. But this
happens only when B-Y templates are created, during the SYNC process.
In short, any user-specified information can be modified in the energy balance sheet
of auto-generated B-Y templates so long as the overall structure is not changed.
Meaning, users can:
o Modify any numerical value
o Modify any user-specified short name or description
o Add or remove elements in the fuel-service matrix. Meaning, a fuel can be
split across more or less services (Figure 2)
o The full set of technologies (all combinations of final energy
commodities and enduse services) will be created, but those without
any entry in the fuels-services split table will be ignored in the FI_T
table that is created.
And these are the modifications that cannot be done in the B-Y templates:
o Add or remove enduse services
o Removal can be handled via the split table though
o Add or remove primary/secondary fuels
o Removal can be handled via the split table though
o Change the aggregation scheme of primary/secondary fuels into the final
energy commodities
For modifications in the second list, one must start from the original energy balance
workbook.
Important: all changes done in the B-Y templates should be restricted to the energybalance sheet. All other sheets will be recreated from scratch each time B-Y
templates are created from the energy balance workbook.
Following the VEDA philosophy, the consistency between the energy balance
workbook and the B-Y templates is tracked via a new icon, which is blue (

) when

these files are synchronized. It turns red (
), when either the balance or B-Y are
modified. Depending on which one is modified later, the following synchronization
options are presented:
o If energy balance workbook is newer: B-Y templates are created from scratch
o SysSettings is not processed if it already exists
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o If B-Y template is newer: the energy balance sheet is copied to the energy
balance workbook and Eurostat formulas are reinstated (that are removed
when B-Y templates are created.
Hovering on the energy balance icon displays the file name, with path. single click
initiates synchronization between energy balance workbook and the B-Y templates.
Ctrl+Click to open the energy balance workbook.
The option to delink the B-Y templates from the energy balance workbook is
presented at the synchronization step.
***
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